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ABSTRACT 
The convo lut ion  a * b of  the sequences a = {a0, al  ,a2 , . . .}  and  b is the sequence with e lements  
Y~ akb,, k. One sets { 1, 1, 1, . -  -} equal  to or. G iven  that  a * a with a _> 0 is close to ~r • m how close is 
a to ~r ? More  general ly,  one asks how close a is to ~ if  the p- th  convo lu t ion  power ,  a *p with a _> 0, is 
close to cr*P. Power  series and  complex  analys is  fo rm a natura l  tool  to est imate the ' summed devia-  
t ion'  p - cr * (a - or) in te rms o f  b = a * a - ~r • ~r or  b = a *p - cr*p. Opt imal  est imates are found 
under  the cond i t ion  ~ =0 b~ = O(n 2~,~ +1) whenever  -½ < ,~ < p - 1. It is not  known what  the op-  
t imal  est imates are for the special  case b,, = O(n~). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The case of  square roots is related to certain Tauberian problems which were 
considered earlier by Erd6s and the author, cf. [1], [7]. 
Question 1.1. Suppose that 
(1.1) ~ akan_k=n+l+bn, =O,  1 ,2 , . . .  
k=O 
where a,  _> 0 and 
(1.2) b ,=O(n  ~) asn~oe 
// 
with/3 < 1. Then how close are the partial sums sn = ~0 ak to n + 1 ? 
b ~ def r ,  I f  b = { ,}n=0 = 0 in (1.1) then a = cr = ~t l, 1, 1,. . .}.  In convolut ion termi- 
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nology Quest ion 1.1 reads as follows. Suppose a • a with a > 0 is relatively close 
to cr • or. Then how close is a to cr as measured by the ' summed eviation' 
def (1.3) p=~*(a -c r ) ,  that is, p~=s, , - (n+l )?  
In [7] the author considered a related question for integrals. One could say 
that there, the order condit ion was on the partial sums ~0 bk instead of on the 
numbers  b,, themselves, this in conformity with Erdds [1], Supplementary Note, 
Theorem 2. Our present Quest ion 1.1 is more natural and well-suited to treat- 
ment  by power series and complex analysis. Careful analysis of branches of 
roots shows that under the condit ion b,, = O(n 3) with - 1 </3  < 1, 
(1.4) p,, = O(n(2;~+ I)/3) as n ---+ oc. 
Furthermore,  this order estimate is opt imal  under the corresponding mean- 
square condit ion on b, namely, 
(1.5) ~ b k = (.Q(n 2i~+1) as n --, ~c. 
k=0 
More generally we establish 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that for an integer p > 2 and all n > 0 
(1.6) 
kl +""  +kp-n  
where a,, >_ 0 and 
(1.7) b, - O(n '•) 
Then 
(1.8) 
= ~ 1 4-b,,= (n4-P l l )  4-b,,, 
ak] • • " akp kl + ... +kp = n P - -  
1 
as n --+ oo, with -~  < /3 < p -1 .  
Pn = s,, - -  (n  4- l )  = O(n (2'J+ 1)/(2p .1)). 
Theorem 1.3. The order estimate (1.8) in Theorem 1.2 is optimal if  (1.7) is re- 
placed by the corresponding mean-square condition (1.5). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
We actually prove a little more, namely, 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose we have (1.6) with an >_ 0 and (1.5) with -½ < 8 < p - 1. 
Then the remainders p,, satisfy (1.8). 
2.1. Pre l iminar ies  
By (1.6) with pn instead o fn  and (1.5) one has a,, = o(n). We now define 
(2.1) A(z) k "" k b "" = a ,~ , B (z ) - -  , , -  , Izl < 1. 
0 0 
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Then (1.6) can be written in the equivalent form 
1 
(2.2) AP(z) - - -  + B(z).  
(1  - 
OC 
Observe that (1 - z) IA(z)  = ~ &z  n. Hence by the definition o fp  (1.3) 
0 
0(3 
(2.3) R(z)  = Zpnz  n -- A(z)  1 
i ~Z (1 -Z) 2" 0 
How does one use (2.2) to estimate the coefficients pn of R(z)  in terms of  the 
coefficients bn of  B(z)? 
As a start we note several consequences of (1.5) for the functions B and B'. 
Taking [z] = r < 1 we obtain from Cauchy-Schwarz, partial summation and 
compar ison of  a sum with an integral 
oc, bn rneint 2 k max ]B(reit)12 = max ~ b2rn~ r n 
n t t 0 0 0 (2.4) 
1 
=(1- r )n=ok (k=ok b2)  rn ' -= l_ r  O((1 - r ) - -2a -2) .  
Furthermore,  by Parseval's relation and additional partial summation, 
(2.5) 
l 1 [B(reit)]2dt t2 2n r)-2f~ 1), = onr = (_9((1 - -Tr 0 
12rr l F_~ ]B'(reit)[2dt=(l - r2 )  nk= 1(k ~= 1k2b2) r2n-2=O((1-r)-2~-3)" 
2.2. Application of real-variable Tauberian theory 
What do real-variable methods give us? A classical Tauberian theorem of 
Hardy and Litt lewood (1913, see [5] Theorems 95-97) asserts the following. 
Theorem H-L .  Let  A (x )  = ~n~o anxnf  °r ]x[ < 1 be asymptot ic to C/(1 - x) as 
n x T 1. Then ifan >_ -Konehas& = ~-]-k=0 ak ~ Cnasn  --, vo. 
For our functions, (2.4) gives B(x)  = O((1 - x) ~'~ 1) for x ¢ (0, 1), hence by 
(2.2) and the fact that an _> 0 and c~ = p - /3  - 1 > 0, 
1 {1+(1  x)PB(x)}  '/p 1 . . . .  asxT  1. (2.6) A(x)  = 1 - x 1 - x 
Thus by Theorem H-L ,  sn ~ n. 
With the aid of Tauberian remainder theory as developed by Freud and 
Korevaar  [3], [6] one can actually do a little better. 
Theorem F-K.  Let  A (x) and the an be as in Theorem H-L  but suppose in addition 
that A (x )  - C/ (1 - x) = (,9((1 - x) ~ ') where c~ > O. Then one has the optimal 
order est imate sn - Cn = O(n /  logn)  as n -+ exp. 
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This theorem can be applied in our situation, cf. (2.6). However, we aim for 
much more than the conclusion p, = O(n / log  n)! We therefore turn to complex 
analysis. 
2.3. Complex method 
To derive (1.8) we will use Cauchy~formula." 
1 I R(z) l l'~ Pn = ~i  C(O,r) zT~ i dz  = --27rr n ,. R ( re i ' )e  int dt  (2.7) 
with r = 1 - 1 In, say. The domain of  integration will be split in relation to cer- 
tain sets of  points z introduced below. 
For each point z in the open unit disc B, (2.3) and (2.2) give 
ca, 1 
(2.8) R(z)  - ~ {1 + (1 - z)PB(z)} Up 
- z f f (1  (1 z) 2 
for some determination of  the (1/p)-th power and some p-th root of  unity ca:. It 
is convenient o give names to subsets of  A where (1 -z )PB(z)  is relatively 
'large', or relatively 'small', respectively: 
L def E~:  I I - z lP lB (z ) l  >_ 1/3}, sdef}~l~ • z3 II zlPlB(z)l < 2/3}. (2.9) 
On S we now use the holomorphic  (1/p)-th power in (2.8) which is given by the 
binomial series. As a result, ca: becomes locally constant on S. The union of  the 
components  of  S where we have ca: = 1 in (2.8) will be called S °, the compo- 
nents where ca= ~: 1 will jointly form S*. 
We then have the following inequalities: 
(2.10) 
2 1 lip ~ + rr:v IB(z)[ 
]R(z)I _< O(IB(z)I2/p) 
O(ll - z l " -  2W(zDI) 
ca- I  
- -  + 0(11 - zlP--2lB(z)l) 
Furthermore 
throughout  A, 
on L, 
on S o . 
(2.11 ) R(z)  - on S*, 
(1 z) 2 
with some p-th root of  unity w ~ 1 on each component  of  S*. 
2.4. The most delicate step in the program 
Several steps will be required to estimate the final integral in (2.7). By symmetry 
it will be sufficient o deal with the upper half  C(0, r) + of the circle C(0, r), or 
with the arc given by 0 < t < 7r. We take r close to 1 so that (for small t) 
I1 - reitl2 = (1 - r) 2 + 4r sin 2 t/2 ~ (1 - r) 2 + t 2. 
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By (2.4) there will be an arc with 0 < t < c( 1 - ,)(‘I+ ‘I” which belongs to So. 
In this section we focus on the first term for R(z) in S* (2.11). How much does 
it contribute to the integral (2.7) on arcs (0 <) X < t < p of C(0, r)+ in S*? Here 
X >> 1 - r but we keep X small so that 11 - re”l* z t2 for t near A. Integration 
by parts shows that 
The first term on the right is bounded by (2/n)ll - reiXI-2 and the same will be 
true for the last term, so that 
(2.12) 
1.1 
:(I - re”)-*e-‘“‘dti < (4/n)ll - reixIP2. 
It remains to estimate sums xx /l - reiXIP2 over the initial points X of ap- 
propriate arcs X < t < p of C(0, r)+ in S*. Maximal arcs in S are separated by 
points or arcs in the complement of S where 11 - zlpIB(z)l 2 2/3. Let L: denote 
the union of all maximal closed arcs K < t 5 X of C(0, r)+ which belong to L 
and contain at least one point yelr of the complement of S. For such arcs 
IB(re”)I = (1/3)/l - re”I-“, 
IB(re”)l > (2/3)11 - reiTIPP > (2/3)11 - reiXIPP. 
Thus since r is close to 1, 
(l/3)11 - reiXIm2 < 11 - reiXIP-*IB(re”) - B(re”)l 
(2.13) 
IS 
x 
= 11 - reiXIP-* 
T 
B’(re”)ire”dti < 2XpP2 1: IB’(re”))dt. 
Let us denote the complement of L: in C(0, r)+ by S,. This is a union of arcs in 
S. The part of S, in So will be called Sf, the part in S*: S,!. Every maximal open 
arc of SF starts at the end point X of an arc [K, A] in L:. We now sum over the 
initial points X of the maximal open arcs X < t < p in ST for which X < 6. The 
conclusion is: 
Lemma 2.2. For r close to 1, thefirst termfor R(z) in S* (2.11) gives a contribution 
to thepart of the integral (2.7) over the arc 0 5 t 5 6 of C(0, r) which is majorized 
by 
(2.14) 
J 
0 
< 48nP’SPP2 
0 
_ reit)-2e-injdt 5 &.-‘C 11 - reixl-2 
x 
IB’(re”)ldt. 
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2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
The starting point is formula (2.7) with r = 1 - 1/n close to 1. It will be suffi- 
cient to obtain an upper bound for 
l~ R(rei')e-i"tdt" 
Here the integral is split as follows. For small ~5 > 0, 
(2.15) = + + 
t6L,( tcS ° t~S; 
The first integral on the right is estimated with the aid of the first formulas in 
(2.10) and (2.5), combined with H61der's inequality: 
_< 2 I1 - re~'l-2dt+ l1 - reit I llB(reg')ll/Pdt 
b b 
(j; ,F (2.16) _< (9(~ l )+  I1 - reiq >/12p 11 d iB(rei,)12d 
= (9(a 1 )+(9(~ 1/2p(1 - r)-t2'3+ll/2P). 
For the integrals over L,f and S o (2.10) and (2.5) give 
( J i )  = (9 II - reiq p 21B(reit)ldt = (9(~' 3/2(1 -- r) -'~ 1/2), 
(2.17) rcc,! 
/ (If ) = (9 IB(reit)12/Pdt = (9(~51- '/P(I - r) (2:'~ ,I/p). t e s~,! 
We finally consider the integral over S r. Using (2.11), (2.14) in Lemma 2.2 and 
(2.5) one obtains 
/ '~ =(9(n  16p 2Jf lg'(reit)[dt)+(9(6P 2j~i[g(rei')ldt ) 
(2.18) ,cs; 
=(9(n  1~5p-3/2(I - r )  -;~- 3/2)+O(~5 p 3/2(1 _ r )  ~ 1/2). 
Recall now that 1 - r = l /n where n ~ oc. Then by (2.7), (2.15) (2.18) and 
corresponding treatment of f0`7, 
J `7 R(rei,)e intdt (2.19) IP,,I--< ,7 = (9 (b ' - l )  4-(9({5 1/21'1"l(2~+1)/2t') 
-k (-9((5 I I/PFI(2/;+ I)/P) Jr- (9((5 p 3/2r1;4+1/2). 
The choice 6 = n (2/~. 1)/(2p l) miraculously makes all (9-terms of the same order 
and it provides the desired estimate (1.8). [] 
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3. EXAMPLES TO VERIFY THEOREM 1.3 
The square root case will be treated in detail. We briefly indicate the structure 
of examples for higher order roots. 
3.1. The casep  = 2 
a cx~ In this section we construct a sequence a = { .}.=0 -> 0 for which (1.1) holds 
with a sequence b = {bn} that satisfies (1.5) with 0 < 2/3 + 1 = 37 < 3, but for 
which the order est imate (1.4) can not be improved: 
(3.1) l imsup IP, l/n ~ = 1. 
n~oc  
For the construct ion we set 
(3.2) a=~r+d,  sothatb=2a,d+d,d ,  p=a,d .  
The final sequence d will be the sum of an infinite series ~ e(vi, wi). Here the 
terms e(v, w), where v and w are integers with v _> 2w, w _> 2, will be sequences 
with generating functions of  the form 
(3.3) E(z )=z~' ( l+z+. . .+z  w 1)(1 - zW). 
Special  case. We first take d = e(v, w). Then the generating functions for p and 
b are 
(3.4) 
R(z) = (1 -z) IE(z) = z"(1 +z+ . . . - ] - zw- l )  2, 
B(z) = zV(1 -k z + ' "  q- z w-  1)2{2 q- z'~(1 - zW)2}. 
From this one obtains 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose d = e(v,w) with v > 2w, w >_ 2. Then the support of 
b = {b,} in No belongs to the union of the disjoint intervals [v, v + 2w - 2] and 
[2v, 2v+4w-21 which together contain fewer than 6w integers. One has 
[b,[ <_ 2w for all n, so that Eli  b2 < 24w3. At the same time, max Ip.I-- 
pv+w-1  = w. 
Taking w = Iv ~] with 0 < 3"~ < 3 and large v, one concludes that 
(3.5) k b2 < 24v3~ < 24n3~, Vn, while suplp,, I /n: ~ 1. 
0 
The desired example is built f rom terms e(v, w) with well-separated supports: 
d= ~ e(vi, wi), wi : [v /~]  and vi>_2wi, 
(3.6) i - l  
Vi+ 1 ~ 4Vi,  Wi+l > 2Wi, Wl >_ 2. 
We write Ei, Ri, Bi for generating functions (3.3), (3.4) with (v, w) = (vi, wi). 
Then by (3.2) and (3.6), 
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R(z) = ~ p,,z ~ = ~ Ri(z) = ~]  z'"(1 +z+. . -  +z  w'- 1)2 
i i 
B(z) = ~ b,,z n = 2~ Ri(z) + ~-2~ z'"+' : ' (1 +z+- - -+z  w'-1)2(1 - z":O 2. 
i i,.j 
We list several consequences. The support of ~r, e(ui, wi) belongs to [vi, vi + 
2wi -- 2], SO that 
(3.7) max IP-I : p,,, + - = w i  v ] .  
, /<n< ~i+1 
For i <j ,  the support ofe(v i ,  wi) * e(v i, e)) belongs to the union of the three dis- 
joint intervals [v~ + vj, v~ + vj + 2w~ - 2], [v~ + uj + Wi, L"i @ L~J -~- 141J -~- 2w~ -- 2], 
[Vi + Vj + 2Wi, Vi + Vj + 2~) + 2Wi -- 2] which together contain fewer than 6wi 
integers. Furthermore 
(3.8) I(e(v~, w,) • e(uj, ,,?),,I = I ek(vi, wi)en l,-('~)j, t~,))[ ~ 2wi, Vn. 
k=O 
We now consider the part of the series for B(z)  with Vj < n < ~i+l. By the 
above, 
u/_<n<~)+ I 
j I 
b,,z" = Bj(z)  + 2~ z'~"+"J(1 + z + . . . + z "v- ' )2(1 - z":02. 
i=1  
The coefficients of Bj(z)  are known from Lemma 3.1 with (v, w) = (vj, ~)). Also 
using (3.8) we find for vj <_ n < t~i_+ 1
(3.9) Ib,,I _< 2~). + 2~ W i < 31~ij. 
i< j  
By the preceding the total number of integers in the support of the restriction of 
b to [vj, vj+ 1) is less than 6n) + 6 y'~4< j wi < 12wj. Hence 
2 108w . 
Finally for any n on [vi, vj + 1 ), 
(3.10) £ b~ < 1082 w~ < 124w~ < 124@ ~ _< 124n 3~. 
k=0 i< j  
Combining this result with (3.7) we conclude that our example works: 
Proposition 3.2. With a defined by (3.2) and (3.6), 
£ b~ < 124n 3~/, Vn, while l imsup Ipnl /n'  = 1. 
k=0 n~c 
3.2. The case p > 2 
To show-the pattern of further examples it will be enough to consider the case 
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p = 3 and to formulate an analog to Lemma 3.1. As before a = a + d so that 
p = c~ • d, but now 
(3.11) b=a *3-Cr *3=3~r ,~r ,d+3~r ,d ,d+d,d ,d .  
In the desired example, d would again be an infinite sum ~ e(vi, wi) of terms 
with well-separated supports. However, this time we define e(v, w) by the gen- 
erating function 
(3.12) E(z) =z' (1  +z+- . -+zW-1) (1  -zW) 2. 
We work out the special case d = e. Then 
(3.13) 
R(z)=(1-z) IE(z)=S(l+z+...+z w l )2 (1 -zW) ,  
B(z) = zV(1 + z +- . -+  z w i)3{3 + 3z~'(1 - ZW) 3 ÷ Z2v(1 --  2" )6} .  
From this one obtains 
Lemma 3.3. Let d be equal to the new e(z, w) with v >_ 3w and w >_ 2. Then the 
support of b belongs to the union of the disjoint intervals [v, v+ 3w-  3], 
[2v, 2v + 6w - 3], [3v, 3v + 9w - 3] which together contain fewer than 18w in- 
tegers. One has Ib, I _< ew z for all n, so that ~ b 2 < Cw 5. At the same time, 
max I p ,  I = p~+, , ,  1 = w.  
Taking w = [v 7] with 0 < 57 = 23 ÷ 1 < 5 and large v, the conclusion is that 
(3.14) ~ b~ < CvsT < Cn 57, Vn, while snplP~l/nW~l.  
0 
4. F INAL  COMMENT ON QUEST ION 1.1 
Complex analysis is better suited to handle the mean-square condition (1.5) 
than the straight order condition (1.2) on b,. It is not known what the optimal 
estimate for the remainders p, would be under the latter condition. In parti- 
cular, could boundedness of the sequence b in Question 1.1 imply boundedness 
of p? The example in Section 3.1 would support such a conjecture. Indeed, ifb is 
bounded while p = cr • d is not, then by (3.2) 
2c~,d and -d*d  
must become large in exactly the same places and in the same way. The example 
suggests that this may be impossible! For a proof one might try to use a com- 
binatorial method; combinatorics was successfully used by Erd6s in the proof 
of his Tauberian theorem connected with the elementary proof of the prime 
number theorem, see [1] and cf. [8]. As pointed out to the author after a lecture 
at Caltech, one might also take a clue from the proof of the Erd6s-Fuchs theo- 
rem [2], cf. [4], which likewise asserts that certain sequences can not fully 
compensate each other. 
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